TUESDAY
Can’t Miss
Events
9.10 – 9.30
Delegate
Conference Opens
(Delegate Registration Required)
Brief Introductions
Peter F. Dumont, ATCA, Jeff
Poole, CANSO, and Julio
Gómez-Pomar, ENAIRE
Opening Speech
Ana María Pastor
Julián, Ministry of Public
Works and Transport, Spain
9.30 – 10.00
Video Welcome
Dr Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu,
ICAO Council
Keynote Address
Peter Hartman, Vice
Chairman, Air France-KLM
10.00
World ATM Exhibition
Opens
13.00
WiMAX Forum Begins
Auditorio N103+N104
18.00 – 19.30
World ATM Congress
Welcome Reception
Exhibition Hall

The Wait Is Over.
World ATM Congress Has Arrived.

T

he stage is set in Madrid for
the opening of the third edition of World ATM Congress
today. Air traffic management (ATM)
professionals from all walks of life
– industry, military, academia, and
government – gather to participate
in the biggest ATM exhibition in the
world. Sample all that World ATM
Congress has to offer: a large-scale
Exhibition with free education sessions, a world-class conference,
talks from top calibre speakers, and
premier networking opportunities –
all offering ample chances to learn
about the latest trends and developments in the ATM industry. Don’t
waste a minute of your first day at
World ATM Congress.
09.00. Grab your seat; the Conference begins in a few minutes.
Introductions are made by ATCA,
CANSO, and Julio Gómez-Pomar,
the President of ENAIRE.
Don’t forget the Delegate
Theatre has moved from the North
Conference Center Auditorium to
the Exhibition Hall (ends of aisles
1200 and 1300) for your convenience – World ATM Congress is
now a one-stop shop of the latest
trends and developments in ATM.
Spain’s Minister of Public Works
and Transport, Ana María Pastor
Julián, will once-again kick off the
World ATM Congress Conference.

Minister of Transport and Public Works, Spain, Ana María Pastor Julián is
followed by journalists on her way to the Exhibition hall after the opening
session at the World ATM Congress 2014.

09.30. Video welcome from Dr.
Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu, President
of the ICAO Council.
Peter F. Hartman, Vice Chairman
of Air France-KLM, delivers the
Conference’s keynote address.
10.30. Session One of Delegate
Conference begins – Smart Choices in an Interconnected World. For
more detailed session descriptions,
refer to page 7.
13.00. After lunch, spend your

Exhibit Hall Hours
Hall 9 at Feria de Madrid
(North Entrance)
Tuesday, 10 March
10.00 – 19.30
Wednesday, 11 March
10.00 – 18.00
Thursday, 12 March
10.00 – 14.00

Delegate
Conference Hours
Exhibition Hall,
ends of aisles 1200 and 1300
Tuesday, 10 March
9.10 – 13.00
Wednesday, 11 March
9.00 – 13.00

The 2015 World ATM Congress Exhibition hall opens at 10.00 today. Staff
from 200 exhibiting organisations from around the world are ready to greet
attendees from more than 100 countries this week in Madrid.

afternoon exploring the World ATM
Congress Exhibition. With 200 exhibitors from more than 100 countries around the world, you’ll feel
immediately transported and reinvigorated. Take your time and stay a
while – you have three days to cover
a lot of floor space.
18.00. Don’t miss the Welcome
Reception in the Exhibition – everyone is invited! Enjoy complimentary
beer, wine, non-alcoholic beverages, and light hors d’oevres, as well
as some entertainment from our
host country Spain.
New This Year
• In addition to the four presentation theatres, World ATM Congress
will also feature the WiMAX Aviation
2015 Forum. This free education
opportunity has now been moved to
the Auditorio, N103+N104, due to
its overwhelming popularity – more
than 750 participants have already
registered.
• 28 brand new exhibitors this
year!
• Don’t miss the ICO Drones’
UAV display at stand 1322.
• Trade delegations from China,
Thailand, Singapore, and United Arab
Emirates will be walking the floor.
These are just four of the more than
100 countries participating this year.
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World ATM Congress
Thanks Our Sponsors
Platinum Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Additional Sponsors
Aireon
ENAV
Guntermann &
Drunck

Harris Corporation
Immarsat
Ineo
JMA Solutions

Engage with World ATM
@WorldATM_Now
facebook.com/WorldATMCongress

flickr.com/photos/worldatmcongress
youtube.com/user/worldatmcongress
linkedin.com/groups/World-ATM-Congress-4395622?gid=4395622&mostPopular=&trk=tyah

www.worldatmcongress.org
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Exploring the Main Outcomes
from ICAO’s 2015 High Level
Safety Conference
By Raymond Benjamin,
Secretary General, ICAO

I

edge will be reverberating through
civil aviation policies and procedures
for many years to come.

CAO’s second High Level Safety
Conference (HLSC), held dur- Flight Tracking
ing the first week of February this and Conflict Zones:
year, was both a challenging and, ul- Reacting Rapidly,
Effectively, and Unitedly
timately, very successful event.
The unprecedented disappearOver 850 participants from ICAO’s
Member States and the air transport ance of Flight MH370 last March,
followed by the tragic
industry took part,
loss of Flight MH17
showing their strong
just a few months later,
and unified support
highlighted a number
for our Organization’s
of critical areas where
near and long-term
greater global coopstrategic planning and
eration and coordinarelated priorities for
tion could benefit the
global aviation safety.
safety and security of
The early-2015 timinternational air sering of the HLSC, devices. ICAO, CANSO,
cided shortly after our
IATA and others refirst HLSC had consponded quickly and
cluded in 2012, was in Raymond Benjamin
effectively to each of
many ways fortuitous.
Mainly it provided ICAO with the per- these incidents, and notably prior to
fect opportunity to gain widespread the release of Annex 13 accident inMember State acknowledgement vestigation Final Reports.
On the issue of global flight trackand formal agreement on the findings and proposals which emerged ing, there was strong HLSC enfrom rapidly-convened ICAO Task dorsement that States and industry
Forces dealing with two particularly should begin voluntary implementation of global tracking as a matter of
high-profile emerging issues.
Both of these incidents were char- urgency, using available technoloacterized by important air traffic man- gies. The conference further supagement (ATM) considerations that ported the concept of operations
we can now confidently acknowl» see page 12
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FRAMaK: Free Route Network in the Heart of Europe for “Greener” Skies

T

he network of cross-border
direct routes has expanded
considerably, creating a largescale free route airspace over Belgium, most of Germany, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. This
results in significant savings for airlines and in terms of CO2 emissions.
A total of 466 direct routes, which
are available as a flight plan option,
are spanning the upper airspace.
Potential yearly savings by airlines
are possible in the region of 1.5 million nautical miles, roughly equating

to 9,000 tonnes of fuel, according to
figures published by the Free Route
Airspace Maastricht and Karlsruhe
(FRAMaK) project, which was finalized in 2014. This will in turn lead
to a reduction of CO2 emissions by
approximately 30,000 tonnes.
Project partners are the German Air
Navigation Service Provider (ANSP)
DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung, the
European Organisation for the Safety
of Air Navigation EUROCONTROL,
and Deutsche Lufthansa.
The EU Regulation requires Euro-

Don’t miss the UAV Display at Stand #1322!
Innovation, Control and Optimization with Drones (ICO Drones)
brings together years of experience in the field of building and
working with unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) – an up and coming sector with great potential and
growth – with aerospace engineering, aircraft maintenance, and
piloting to help new companies
and enterprises enter the drone
age. ICO Drones’ main objective
is to ease the learning curve and
introduce these tools to the differ-

ent sectors that can benefit from
them. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security
Industrial inspections
Shipbuilding
Aerial photography/filmography
Search & Rescue and wildfire
monitoring
Mining and archeological site
surveying
Environmental studies
Agriculture

The others have limited availability,
mostly weekends and nights.
The published routes enable airlines to plan more efficiently — for
example, less fuel can be taken on
board — and there will be fewer deviations from flight plans. The new
routes allow for an average deviation of 1.7 percent, significantly lower than the 4.65 percent EU requirement.

Potential yearly
savings by airlines
are possible in the
region of 1.5 million nautical miles,
roughly equating to
9,000 tonnes of fuel
... This will in turn
lead to a reduction
of CO2 emissions
by approximately
30,000 tonnes.

User Preferred Routes
Furthermore, the FRAMaK project
examined “User Preferred Routes,”
which airlines can choose individually, taking dynamic factors such
as weather, wind conditions, or
overcrowded airspace into consideration. However, further studies
and technological development are
needed to facilitate them in complex
and busy airspace.
Presentation at the EUROCONTROL
stand (no. 849): “FRAMaK: Enhancing flight efficiency through direct,
cross-border route options in core
European airspace,” on Tuesday,
10 March at 14.00 by Dr. Morten
Grandt (DFS), and on Wednesday,
11 March, 10.00 and 13.45, by Theo
Hendriks (EUROCONTROL MUAC).

pean ANSPs to offer direct and individual routes in the future. FRAMaK
was a pioneering project sponsored
by the SESAR Joint Undertaking.
The results will be integrated into
the Functional Airspace Block Europe Central (FABEC) Free Route
Airspace Programme.
The FRAMaK project took existing
direct routes and linked them across
borders, expanded others, and created new ones; it optimised them
as according to their availability: 46
percent of the total 466 routes published are available 24 hours a day.

Harris Thought Leaders Discuss NextGen ATM Solutions
Join us at CANSO World ATM and learn how Harris is helping global ATM
implement secure, harmonized, assured communications.
Interoperable ATM Now! Taking steps for a seamless ATM experience
IATA, Metron, Harris
Place: ATM Theatre |

Time: March 10th at 4:15 PM

Global ATM collaborative decision making process implementation
can be a painstaking, costly task. To combat the many issues
involving capacity, safety, efficiency and environmental impacts,
IATA is taking steps with Harris and Metron Aviation, to help solve
the toughest problems involving airlines, air navigation service
providers, and airports. Join the discussion and find out why.
Shawn Baerlocher
Vice President, ATM Products & Systems

It’s a long way from Atlanta: A fireside chat between Delta and Harris
Place: Spotlight Stage

|

Time: March 11th at 10:30 AM

All too often ATM professionals focus on the air navigation
service provider, but what about the air operator? Come hear
Delta’s Director of ATM Management and one of Harris’ thought
leaders, David Almeida, wrangle some of the issues fostering and
preventing collaboration between aviation stakeholders.

Andre Borschberg, pilot and co-founder of Solar Impulse, talks about delivering
Solar Impulse at a session at World ATM Congress 2014.
David Almeida

Director, Business Development for Civil Programs

SWIM 2.0, a year’s worth of information management success and
change in 45 minutes
Place: Delegate Theatre

| Time: March 11th at 3:15 PM

At World ATM 2014, industry professionals from The FAA, NATS,
Snowflake Software, and Eurocontrol passionately discussed the
benefits of system wide information management on a global scale,
and offered real solutions for air navigation service providers. SWIM
2.0 revisits 2014’s discussion on SWIM ATM and how its aspects have
already drastically changed over the past year.

Lisa Sullivan
Business Development & Strategy, Aviation

Visit us at stand #1117.

With more than 100 countries represented, World ATM Congress 2015 includes
samples of a variety of nations and cultures. Last year, Romanian dancers
entertain the crowds in front of the ROMATSA booth in the exhibit hall.
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World ATM Congress Exhibitor Listing and Floor Plan
IFEMA Feria de Madrid, Madrid —10–12 March, 2015

ENTRANCE

➨

Organisation Name........... Assigned Stand

42 Solutions ......................................................1344
A-B-C
ACAMS ...............................................................851
AC-B ...................................................................553
Adacel...............................................................1137
ADPI....................................................................484
ANS Czech Republic...........................................957
ATNS....................................................................303
ATCA....................................................................201
Air Traffic Mgmt. Magazine..................................143
Air Traffic Technology Intl....................................141
Airbus Defence & Space.....................................805
Airbus Prosky......................................................805
Airports Authority of India...................................801
ACI.......................................................................145
Airtel....................................................................151
AirTOpsoft ..........................................................923
Airways NZ..........................................................590
ALES .................................................................1231
All Weather..........................................................470
Anhui Sun Create Electronics ...........................1241
APAC ..................................................................590
APROCTA..........................................................1320
ASC Signal Corp.................................................955
ATC Network.......................................................147
ATIS UHER..........................................................466
AT-One.................................................................951
ATRiCS................................................................433
Aveillant.............................................................1101
Avibit/Safegate Grp.............................................836
Avitech ................................................................553
AZIMUT...............................................................239
Bayanat Engineering Grp....................................496
Becker Avionics Intl...........................................1344
Beel Technologies.............................................1235
Biral.....................................................................137
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Organisation Name........... Assigned Stand

Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand

Boeing.................................................................816
BRASIL IT+/SOFTEX...........................................129
C Speed..............................................................925
Cadmos microsystems .................................. 1209A
CANSO................................................................403
CGH Technologies...............................................482
CGX AERO....................................................... 478A
CMAC..................................................................201
Coastal Environmental Systems..........................468
Cobham Flight Inspection.................................1348
COMSOFT ........................................................1135
Copperchase.....................................................1336
CPI Europe........................................................1356
CS Communication & Systems...........................381
CS SOFT ..........................................................1208
D-E-F
DF Nucleo............................................................896
DFS .....................................................................834
Diamond Antenna..............................................1342
DLR .....................................................................951
DLR GfR ...........................................................1202
DSNA ..................................................................480
DSNA Services....................................................480
DW International Ltd.........................................1226
Earth Networks............................................... 1209B
EASAT Antennas Ltd.........................................1221
Edda Systems AS................................................851
Egis......................................................................335
EGNOS................................................................953
ENAC...................................................................480
EIZO....................................................................349
ELDIS Pardubice.................................................460
Embry-Riddle ...................................................1328
Embry-Riddle NEXT GEN..................................1330
ENAC ..................................................................480
ENAIRE................................................................844

ENAV...................................................................927
ENRI....................................................................248
Entry Point North.................................................568
ERA .....................................................................367
ESRI.....................................................................127
Esterline Belgium.................................................213
EUROCONTROL.................................................849
everis Aerospace & Defense...............................881
Exel Composites ................................................157
Exelis ..................................................................426
FAA Academy....................................................1302
FAAMA...............................................................1326
FIO Museum .......................................................995
FREQUENTIS .....................................................526
G-H-I
GECI ESPANOLA ...............................................562
General Dynamics...............................................109
Glarun Technology Co.......................................1204
GMV................................................................. 880C
GroupEAD Europe ..............................................590
Guntermann & Drunck ........................................337
Harris Corporation.............................................1117
Helios...................................................................335
HENAME...........................................................1253
HIS ................................................................... 880B
Honeywell............................................................863
HungaroControl.................................................1216
Human-Factors-Consult ...................................1350
ICO Drones........................................................1322
IDS ......................................................................494
IFEMA.............................................................TEST3
IHS Jane’s ........................................................1301
Imtradex..............................................................209
INDRA..................................................................553

» see page 5
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Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand
Indra Navia..........................................................553
INECO.................................................................845
INEO ...................................................................235
Infinite Technologies............................................119
Innov’ATM..........................................................1210
INSTER INSTALACIONES...................................205
Integra.................................................................851
Isavia...................................................................416
Isdefe...................................................................945
J-K-L
JANSOA............................................................1245
Japan Radio Co.................................................1245
Jotron..................................................................941
Knurr Technical Furniture .................................1141
L-3 ESSCO........................................................1239
LAIC Aktiengesellschaft......................................242
LEOSPHERE.......................................................379
LES Information Technology ..............................301
LFV......................................................................351
Lockheed Martin.................................................405
LPS SR................................................................246
Luciad..................................................................139
M-N-O
Mestalla Interiorismo, S.L....................................800
Micro Nav ...........................................................542
Mitsubishi Electric Corp....................................1245
MOOG...............................................................1346
MOPIENS..........................................................1211
National Aerospace Laboratory...........................951
NATCA...............................................................1316
NATS UK..............................................................890
NATS Space........................................................959
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Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand

Organisation Name.......... Assigned Stand

Nautel................................................................1304
NAVCANatm........................................................826
NCAR.................................................................1200
NEC Corporation.................................................401
NedGraphics.......................................................881
NITA.....................................................................244
Northrop Grumman.............................................430
NRPL Aero ........................................................1105
NTT Data Corporation.........................................881
Osprey Consulting Services .............................1303
P-Q-R
Plantronics...........................................................113
Polish Radome Services.....................................115
R.I.S.K. Company..............................................1229
Radiola Aerospace .............................................498
Radome Services ...............................................131
RAMET .............................................................1205
RETIA,..................................................................359
RHOTHETA Elektronik.......................................1255
Rockwell Collins (ARINC)....................................809
ROHDE & SCHWARZ .........................................586
ROMATSA.........................................................1151
S-T-U-V
SAAB ..................................................................305
Schmid Telecom..................................................888
Schneider Electric...............................................892
Searidge Technologies........................................826
SELEX ES/Finmeccanica...................................1139
SENASA..............................................................847
Sennheiser Aviation.............................................921
SESAR Joint Undertaking...................................580
Shepard Exposition Services..............................800
Si ATM.................................................................241
SITA.....................................................................434
SITA Bureau Services/Flightyield........................592
SITTI..................................................................1163

Skyguide............................................................1220
Skysoft - ATM....................................................1220
Snowflake Software............................................900
SOLITEC Software Solutions .............................117
Sopra Steria.........................................................488
Southern Avionics ..............................................153
Spinner .............................................................1354
STR-Speechtech ............................................. 880A
Sunhillo................................................................807
TACO Antenna.....................................................111
T-CZ...................................................................1201
Telerad.................................................................205
Terma ................................................................1352
Tern Systems.......................................................416
Testing Technologies.........................................1212
THALES...............................................................515
The MITRE Corporation.......................................571
Think Research....................................................339
Thinking Space Systems...................................1235
Thruput Limited...................................................943
“TIRA” Corporation.............................................245
Toshiba ...............................................................883
TÜBİTAK-BİLGEM/DHMI.................................. 478C
UAS...................................................................1322
UFA......................................................................882
Ultra Electronics ...............................................1332
UPM/CRIDA......................................................1324
VAISALA..............................................................446
Vitrociset..............................................................540
W-X-Y-Z
WEY Technology...............................................1220
WIDE Corporation...............................................237
WiMAX Forum ....................................................125
World ATM Congress...........................................105
As of 5 March 2015

THIS IS THE FOREFRONT
OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
A flexible system, scalable to any environment.
Workstations, optimized for safety and efficiency.
Applications on one integrated platform.
All of this is possible with NAVCANatm
air traffic management solutions.
We provide integrated tools for tower, terminal and enroute air traffic
management at more than 100 sites and in nearly 1,200 active workstations
worldwide. Our leading solution in tower automation, NAVCANsuite, is developed
on an open architecture and provides fast and reliable access to critical airport,
tower and terminal control information. Integrated flight surveillance, weather and
airport data is all accessible at the touch of a finger, making improved safety and
efficiency well within your reach. Experience the evolution of air traffic management
with a system that controllers and airport operators trust. navcanatm.ca

NAVCANatm and Searidge
Technologies will be exhibiting
at the World ATM Congress.
VISIT US AT STAND 826

INNOVATE.COLLABORATE.OPERATE.
Increasing Efficiency, Safety & Security on the Ground

At Searidge, we leverage our deep understanding of the ATC and airport markets,
extensive integration experience, and market leading intelligent video platforms
to solve our customers’ most pressing surface management challenges. We offer
expertise in areas such as remote services, surface optimization, apron management,
traffic lighting control, and runway monitoring. Visit www.searidgetech.com

274mmx188mm.indd 1
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Tuesday 10 March Free Education!
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Tuesday

orld ATM Congress features an unprecedented amount of free
educational initiatives. Leading aviation professionals are participating in interactive forums and roundtables. Involved dialogue is
encouraged throughout the event.

Presentation Theatres at World ATM Congress 2015
Witness the leading edge of aviation professionals in interactive forums.
With a wide variety of representation in multiple areas, the World ATM Congress Presentation Theatres are a must-see.

AIREON Spotlight stage

THE FREQUENTIS AVIATION ARENA

10.30 – 11.00 Airtel ATN
Deploying a Data Link System: Benefits of Ground Validation
Test Systems
Santi Ibarz

10.30 – 11.00 Sopra Steria Group, ENAC, Airbus
Shared Virtual Sky—A Shared, Standardised Interoperability
Platform for ATM Verification and Validation
Jean Lingueglia, Julie Saint-Lot, Fabrice Candia

11.15 – 11.45 Honeywell

11.15 – 12.00 Frequentis
ATM-Grade Network Infrastructure
Stefan Galler

12.00 – 12.30 Aireon
Space Based ADS-B, Unlock your ATM Potential
Cyriel Kronenburg
12.45 – 13.15 DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH
Time for Change – the ATSEP Training Initiative: Preparing for the
new EASA Common Requirements
Dr. Thomas Bierwagen
13.30 – 14.00 Borealis Alliance
Delivering Free Route Airspace for Northern Europe
Branka Subotic
14.15 – 15.00 Human-Factors-Consult GmbH
MasterMAN®—Planning Tool for Multi-Airport Remote Control
Rodney Leitner
15.15 – 15.45 Thales
Boost Your Airport Capacity
Lionel Bernard-Peyre

13.00 – 14.00 Ingenav
Operational Transitions: The Ingenav Experience
Max Bezzina
14.15 – 15.15 APROCTA
Social Networks in the App Era: The Misuse of Free and Raw
Operational Information and Data
Fernando Marián de Diego, Gonzalo Martinez Pato
15.30 – 16.30 Frequentis
SWIM Enabled Open Architecture for the Advanced Tower
Controller Working Position
Günter Graf, Thomas Fränzl
16.45 – 17.05 Xsight Systems Ltd.

16.00 – 17.45 EGNOS, European GNSS Agency, EUROCONTROL
Aviation Powered By EGNOS
Thierry Racaud, Gian Gherardo Calini

ATM THEATRE
10.30 – 11.30 NATS, Lockheed Martin, Indra, ENAV, SESAR
The Challenge and Benefits of a Co-Ordinated Deployment Across
Europe
Andy Dobson, James Williamson, Ramon Tarrech, Cristiano Baldoni,
Nicolas Warinsko
11.45–12.45 DSNA, ENAV, MATS, Skyguide
Coflight as a Service – Advantages of Remote Flight Data Processing
Guillaume Ramonet, Claudio Cannavivi, Brian Attard,
Philippe Chauffoureaux
13.00–16.00 NATCA
13.00–13.45 Performance Based Navigation
		
Jeff Woods
14.00–14.45 Runway Safety
		
Ric Loewen
15.00–15.45 UAS
		
Steve Weidner
16.15–17.00 IATA, Metron Aviation, Harris Corporation
Interoperable ATM Now! Partnering for a Seamless ATM Experience
Rob Eagles, Mike Sammartino, Shawn Baerlocher
17.15–18.15 Searidge Technologies, ENAV, Hungaro
Control Zrt., DSNA
The Remote Reality
Pat Urbanek, Cristiano Baldoni, Gyula Hangyál
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12.15 – 12.45 Ineco
COVERGNSS—Continuity and Availability Analysis of Satellite
Based Systems (GNSS)
Víctor Gordo

» Today’s Free Education, continued on page 9

17.15 – 18.00 MicroNav
3D Tower Simulators – Display Systems Explained
Mike Male

									
WORLD ATM DELEGATE THEATRE
Afternoon sessions held in the Delegate Theatre are free to all attendees. Morning program requires registration as a delegate.
13.30 – 15.00 US Department of Energy (DOE), National Nuclear
Security Administration (NNSA), Nuclear Smuggling Detection
and Deterrence Program (NSDD)
Preventing Illicit Movement of Radiological and Nuclear Material in
Commercial Aviation
Laurel Cotton, Richard Pappas
15.15 – 15.45 Exelis Global Aviation Solutions
Disrupting the Future of ATM Through Innovation and Value Creation
Stuart Zerbe, Dr. Gotthard Boerger
16.00–16.30 Rohde & Schwarz
Virtual Center: Single Logical Operation Based on
Common IP Technology Platforms
Alexandru Negulescu
16.45–17.15 ENAV
BLUE MED FAB: Safety Together – Cooperation in the FAB Framework
Petros Stratis
									
Ingenav
Operational Transitions: The Ingenav Experience
The Frequentis Aviation Arena
Tuesday 10 March — 13.00 – 14.00
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME AGENDA
Smart Choices in a Challenging Environment

Tuesday 10 March
9.10 – 09.30
Brief
Introductions
Peter F. Dumont,
President and
CEO, Air Traffic
Control Association
Jeff Poole, Director
General, Civil Air
Dumont
Navigation
Services
Organisation
Julio GómezPomar, President,
ENAIRE

Poole

Pomar

Clinch

Hiatt

Soh

Guillermet

Bolton

Snyder

Opening speech
Ana María Pastor
Julián, Minister,
Ministry of Public Works
and Transport, Spain

Pastor Julián

10.30 – 12.00
Session One:
SMART CHOICES in an Interconnected World

9.30 – 10.00
Video Welcome
President of the ICAO Council,
Dr Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu

Aliu

Keynote Address
Peter Hartman, Vice
Chairman, Air France-KLM

10.00 – 10.30
Networking Break

Data will be at the very core of
everything we do in the future.
Already, operations, safety, and
customer relations functions rely on
ever increasing data management.
This is more than just ‘information
management as usual’. What will
the data-driven future mean in practice? What do we need to do now to
be ready for that future?
How do we harness the powerful impact of the data revolution in
a positive and creative way? Can
we share common standards and
platforms, consolidate services, and
collaborate horizontally and vertically in order to have a real impact
on the business of delivering ATM?
Just as importantly, how do we ensure robust protection of critical data
and systems from the constantly
growing and changing cyber security threats? What redundancy and
additional capacity will be needed to
counter potential disruptions?
This session will look at the SMART
CHOICES we can make to exploit
yet manage and control the data
and systems that will be fundamental to the future of ATM.

The World ATM Congress 2015 exhibit hall opens at 10.00 today. Join your
colleagues from around the globe today, Wednesday and Thursday.

• How will predictive data analysis
and data sharing impact operational delivery and efficiency?
• Can data be shared with secondtier service providers for improved
efficiency?
• Will our current risk management,
preventative technologies, and industry cooperation be enough?
• How will we address the privacy,
border control, and other regulatory issues?
• Do we need better global governance?
Moderator:
Philip Clinch, Vice President
Aircraft Services, SITA
Speakers:
Kevin L. Hiatt, Senior Vice
President, Safety and Flight
Operations, IATA
Soh Poh Theen, Deputy DirectorGeneral (ANS), CAAS
Florian Guillermet, Executive
Director, SESAR JU
Edward L. Bolton Jr., Assistant
Administrator for NextGen, Federal
Aviation Administration
Jeff Snyder, Vice President Cyber
Programs, Raytheon Company

12.00
Lunch & World ATM Congress Exhibition

Current as of 20 February 2015
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Change Ahead: How to Keep Pace with New ATM Developments
by Hannu Juurakko,
Vice President, ATM Civil
FREQUENTIS AG

Let’s recap some of the key challenges discussed in last year’s
conference: performance and cost
pressures on ANSPs – ongoing –
with IATA (happy 70th birthday!) urging improvements; centralisation of
services – progressing; and remote
virtual towers – taking shape. But
does that mean we have solved all
pending challenges?
New technology enablers, who
are set to cut costs of ATM and
boost efficiency, are getting ready
for deployment. I will highlight two
evolving trends: “service thinking”
and “virtual centres.”
Service-Thinking
Approach Delivers
Benefits
Instead of providing necessary
services to their ATCs by own means,
ANSPs start to consider shared services. Shared information management is a logical first step, with System Wide Information Management
(SWIM) as the technical enabler for
shared information management.

Hannu Juurakko

2014 was a big year for information management services; Aviation
stakeholders gathered for a number
of SWIM demo events to validate the
technical concept with ANSPs and
different other stakeholders. Events
such as the SWIM Masterclass in
Europe and the Mini Global in the
US impressively demonstrated that
SWIM will bring efficiencies to the
ATM industry. This is supported by
better and timely sharing of information, greater use of standards, and
simultaneously reduced investment
costs. It is foreseeable that shared

KVM FROM G&D

services will be provided by traditional ANSPs or other specialised
ATM Service Providers (ASPs). The
future will show how this is going to
develop in the political and economic environment.
Let’s have a closer look at GroupEAD as an example of how information service provision works.
Active in Europe and many non-European countries for over 10 years,
GroupEAD provides a key backbone
for worldwide aeronautical information sharing based on Frequentis
technology, making it a truly global
ATM service provider.
Virtual Centres Take
Shape
Currently we are witnessing an
”evolution towards a more flexible
use of shared ATM services.” This
leads to the concept of “virtual centres.”
A virtual centre is a setup with
services provided from two or more
geographically dispersed locations
and air traffic controllers located in
different area control centres. It uses
ATM services through standardised
interfaces, in terms of one single in-

IT control that towers
above the rest

tegrated controller working position.
Those working positions connect
to respective services via an ATMgrade network - as a mandatory underlying technical communication
backbone - facilitating the required
quality and interoperability of ATM
services with other stakeholders. At
a remote tower control centre, for
example, controllers are co-located
to operate various airports, dynamically shifting resources according to
the prevailing air traffic. With custom-fit architecture and service platforms, ANSPs are better equipped
to unleash untapped efficiency reserves.
Currently ATM faces severe technological, political, and economic
paradigm shifts – particularly the
pressure to increase efficiency without compromising safety.
At Frequentis we strive to be your
reliable and competent partner at
all stages of your development. I
firmly believe that a close dialogue
between industry and service providers will help us succeed. Get in
touch with us at the conference - we
are looking forward to sharing our
thoughts!

LEADING
THE WAY IN
DIGITAL KVM
From the ANSP to the controller to the technician,
everyone’s better off with KVM.
For the service provider, KVM adds flexibility to IT
infrastructure. It enables emergency work-arounds,
improves workflows, adds reliability to redundancy
concepts and provides continuous, uninterrupted
IT availability.
ATCOs enjoy a computer-free environment. Moving the
computers to a central location creates less noise, less
heat and more space to create better working conditions
in the control room. And the system’s more reliable too!
With KVM, technicians can access several systems
from a range of locations - not just their workplace.
Administration is made easier and maintenance too:
the computers are stored centrally so no more crawling
under desks. There’s also more time for maintenance
because ATCOs can be simply switched to a back-up
system whenever it’s required.
For optimum IT system control, improved working
conditions and increased system safety, there’s only
one all-round answer – KVM from G&D.

www.gdsys.de
SEE US AT
WORLD ATM
CONGRESS
STAND 337
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EUROCONTROL
EUROCONTROL is returning to World ATM Congress 2015 with a
stand (#849), a workshop on the liberalisation of air navigation support
services, a series of briefings on the latest developments in ATM, and a
“Future ATM Generation Corner” specifically dedicated for young professionals and aviation students.
Briefings – EUROCONTROL Stand 849
Over the three days of the show, EUROCONTROL’s experts will deliver a series of 30-minute briefings on the key developments shaping
today’s and the future ATM system. Visitors will have the unique opportunity to hear the latest on a wide range of topics, ask questions,
and network with our experts.
10.00 – 10.30
RPAS Operations in Europe
Mike Lissone
10.45 – 11.15
The Network Manager’s Role in
Dealing with Crises and
Disruptions
Ken Thomas
11.30 – 12.00
AFUAS. Advanced Flexible Use
of Airspace Service
Patrick Delmouzée
12.30 – 13.00
LARA: Local and Sub-Regional
Airspace Management Support
System
François Cervo
13.15 – 13.45
Civil-Military ATM Performance
Framework
Goran Redezpovic

Detect
simultaneous
transmissions
The last few years have seen a tremendous increase in air
travel and a higher level of complexity in air traffic control.
Critical situations in air traffic are often caused by
undetected simultaneous radio transmissions. The key
aim of ANSPs is to ensure the highest level of passenger
safety. To help them accomplish this, Rohde & Schwarz
is introducing a solution based on the innovative use of
DSP technology in ¸Series4200 stationary software
defined ATC radios.
Please visit us at the
World ATM Congress
2015 IFEMA
in Feria de Madrid,
hall 9, booth 586

14.00 – 14.30
FRAMaK: Enhancing Flight
Efficiency Through Direct,
Cross-Border Route Options in
Core European Airspace
Morten Grandt
14.35 – 15.15
Aeronautical Communications: Air-Ground /GroundGround
Philippe Sacré
15.30 – 16.00
Performance Based Navigation
(PBN) & Ground-Based
Augmentation System (GBAS)
Lendina Smaja
16.15 – 16:45
Surveillance Modernisation and
Rationalisation Using ADS-B
and WAM
Christos Rekkas
17.00 – 17.30
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System): CNS Dependencies
Lendina Smaja

WiMAX Aviation 2015 Forum
Auditorio, N103+N104
Tuesday 10 March — 13:00 – 17:00
This seminar is for all participants to meet, exchange ideas, and
develop business and cooperative relationships. The event highlights
the opportunities, challenges, and strategies involved in operating
efficient AeroMACS networks.
Topics of discussion include:
• Future Aeronautical Communications
• AeroMACS Applications
• AeroMACS Integration and Trial Deployments
• Network and Security Considerations for AeroMACS
• Certification for AeroMACS Equipment and Devices
• And more...
The program includes speakers from the following organizations: Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC), Airtel ATN,
BOEING, ENRI, EUROCONTROL, FAA, Hitachi, Honeywell, ICAO,
JCAB, NASA, SAAB Sensis, Senza Fili Consulting, Siemens, SITA,
Symantec, Thales Communications, and more.
WiMAX Aviation 2015 – Madrid will be an interactive seminar. It is
open to all participants of the Aviation ecosystem – Membership in
the WiMAX Forum is not a requirement to attend.
» See SESAR schedule on page 11

¸Series4200
VHF / UHF radio family
for ATC communications

TRAFFIC JAM AHEAD.
PLAN ACCORDINGLY.

Transforming the air traffic management (ATM) system is essential for
improving safety, efficiency and the environment around the globe.
Boeing is fully committed and uniquely qualified to help make ATM
transformation a reality. It’s the right time and Boeing is the right partner.
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015 is an exciting year for the
SESAR as the newly launched
Deployment Manager starts to
ramp up its activities and the SESAR
Joint Undertaking (JU) prepares a
new wave of research and innovation projects within the framework of
SESAR 2020. The World ATM Congress is therefore a perfect opportunity for ATM stakeholders to find out
more about these exciting developments and how SESAR is delivering
a high performing ATM system for
Europe.
SESAR Exchange Theatre
10-12 March, Exhibition Hall
At the SESAR Exchange Theatre
(580), participants will hear about
some of the technological and operational innovations in the SESAR
pipeline, as well as to hear first-hand
what SESAR Deployment Manager has got planned. This dedicated space also offers participants
a chance to meet and speak with
those involved in SESAR. Private
meetings with specific SJU staff are
available upon request.
No registration required, however
due to limited seating space (max 50),
participants will be provided seats on
a first-come, first-served basis.
Demonstrating Extended
Arrival Management
(E-AMAN)
Tuesday 10 March, 16.30 – 18.30
Wednesday 11 March, 11.30 – 13.30
Wednesday 11 March, 14.30 – 16.30
Rooms N109+N110
The SESAR JU and members
DSNA, ENAV, EUROCONTROL
MUAC, NATS, NORACON, Selex
ES, and Thales are joining together
in order to demonstrate how the
SESAR Solution of Extending Arrival Management (E-AMAN) to the
en-route phase of a flight can significantly reduce the need for aircraft
to be subjected to holding and tactical intervention (vectoring, speed
control), thereby burning less fuel
and generating fewer emissions.
This demonstration session aims
to showcase how through crossborder collaboration between ATM
actors, innovative solutions for ATM
modernisation can be developed.
Participation in the sessions will
be granted on a first-come-firstserve basis.
SESAR: Recognising
Excellence
11 March, Wednesday, 11:45 – 12:45
ATM Theatre
Each year, the SESAR Project
Awards run by the SESAR JU recognises projects for their excellence
in ATM research. In 2014, the winning projects were singled out for
developing an ADS-B performance
evaluation framework, airport safety
support tools, and passenger-orien-
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tated metrics. This session will be
another chance to hear about the
successes of these projects and will
give the audience an opportunity to
see how the involvement of different
ATM actors can bring unique addedvalue to the research and development process.
SESAR Exchange
Theatre Agenda
Tuesday 10 March
10.30 – 12.00
SESAR: The story so far
12.15 – 13.30
Integrating RPAS into the European
ATM system
14.00 – 15.30
SESAR: High performing aviation
in Europe Jointly Organised by the
SESAR Joint Undertaking and the
SESAR Deployment Manager
16.00 - 17.30
Improving airport operations with GBAS
Wednesday 11 March
10.00 – 11:45
Towards global interoperability
12.00 – 13.30
Let’s deliver together – A session by
the SESAR Deployment Manager
14.00 – 15.30
Smooth, predictable, efficient: How
SESAR improves the flow of traffic
in to major airports
16.00 – 17.45
Demonstrating SESAR
Thursday 12 March
10.00 – 11.30
Resilience and SESAR
12.00 – 13.30
Let’s deliver together – A session by
the SESAR Deployment Manager
SESAR Exchange
Theatre – Session
descriptions
SESAR: The story so far
Tuesday 10 March, 10.30 – 12.00
This session will provide the audience with the latest information
on the SESAR Programme, focussing on a number of key developments in terms of SESAR solutions.
The session will also give an overview of what is expected for SESAR
2020, detailing the vision of the Programme and highlighting new research and innovation activities.
Integration of RPAS into EU-ATM
system: R&D Definition Phase
Tuesday 10 March, 12.15 – 13.30
The workshop will provide an
overview of the initial results of the
SESAR RPAS Definition Phase, as
well as showcase a number of initiatives underway. This session will
also outline how these results fit into
the roadmap for the integration of
RPAS in the European ATM system.
The session will feature presentations by representatives from European bodies, as well as Industry.

SESAR: High performing aviation
in Europe
Tuesday 10 March, 14.00 – 15.30
Hosted jointly by the SESAR Joint
Undertaking and the SESAR Deployment Manager, this will be an opportunity for participants to learn about
the full SESAR vision and how this
important collaboration is delivering
high performing aviation for Europe.
Presentations will provide an audience with a clear understanding of
the achievements of the Programme
to date and what is in store in terms
of research, innovation, and deployment. The session will also be an
opportunity to provide an update
about the review of the European
ATM Master Plan, which runs until
autumn.

Smooth, predictable, efficient –
How SESAR improves the flow of
traffic in to major airports
Wednesday 11 March, 14.00 – 15.30
This presentation will describe a
fictional scenario into a major European airport, describing the differences between current operations
and how the arrival flow will be improved in terms of predictability and
efficiency. A number of key features
of the SESAR concept will be described, with detailed focus on selected projects and demonstrations
that are contributing to make this vision a reality.

Demonstrating SESAR
Wednesday 11 March, 16.00 – 17.30
SESAR Demonstration Activities
are a key component of the SESAR
Improving airport operations with innovation pipeline. Carried out in
GBAS
day-to-day operations, these acTuesday 10 March, 16.00 – 17.45
tivities provide concrete and tangible
This session will present how a evidence of the benefits offered by
lower
operaSESAR
solutional cost adtions to increase
vanced satellite
the performance
navigation sysof aviation in
The World ATM
tems like GBAS
Europe. SESAR
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is
a
can overcome
Demonstrathe limitations
tion
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of existing soare also serving
for ATM stakeholdlutions while ofto evaluate the
ers to find out how
fering the same
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level of safety. It
integration
of
will also present
new air vehicles
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results
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ing how GBAS
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for Europe.
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TMA
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of current and
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slope, and curved approaches.
Resilience and SESAR
Towards global interoperability
Thursday 12 March, 10.00 – 11.30
Wednesday 11 March, 10.00 – 11:45
The session will provide an introThe session will present how SES- duction to Resilience Engineering
AR and NextGen – the two largest and outline the specific requirements
ATM modernisation programmes in to include the systemic safety apthe world - are closely cooperating proach into the lifecycle of SESAR,
in order to achieve harmonisation from system design to measurement
towards globally interoperable stan- of safety performance post impledards. During the session, partici- mentation. Examples of how this new
pants will hear the latest about the approach has been applied, as well
priorities of the two programmes, as training material, will be presented
the current the state of harmonisa- and discussed during the session.
tion, as well as key areas and challenges on the table for the short and Let’s deliver together – A session by
medium term.
the SESAR Deployment Manager
Thursday 12 March, 12.00 – 13.30
Let’s deliver together – A session by
This session will give you an inthe SESAR Deployment Manager
troduction to the SESAR DeployWednesday 11 March, 12.00 – 13.30 ment Manager, how it is investing in
This session will give you an in- relations with all ATM stakeholders,
troduction to the SESAR Deploy- what exactly can be deployed today,
ment Manager, how it is investing in and how this is all being financed
relations with all ATM stakeholders, and measured in order to achieve
what exactly can be deployed today, one goal: let’s deliver together.
and how this is all being financed
and measured in order to achieve
one goal: let’s deliver together.
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ICAO presented for a comprehensive Global Aeronautical Distress and
Safety System (GADSS).
The Conference’s recommendations on the finalization and application of the GADSS, including its
near-term 15-minute objective for
flight tracking during normal operations, represent a very significant
achievement. Most notably of all, it is
the first-ever requirement for global
aircraft tracking. And while related
Conference recommendations still
require formal adoption under ICAO’s
36-State Council, we are currently
working on an expedited basis to
see that this happens by the end of
2015, with the new tracking Standard
becoming fully applicable by the end
of 2016.
Amongst other aspects, the
15-minute performance-based requirement for normal flight tracking
establishes that it is the operator’s
responsibility to track. It will apply
to aircraft with a take-off mass in
excess of 27,000 kg and more than
19 seats, and based on current proposals, would require no changes to
current ATC procedures or aircraft
equipage.
Of course all recommendations
of the Conference are still subject to
review and potential further refinement through ICAO’s Council and
Air Navigation Commission.
We are presently working with
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CANSO and others on an initiative
which will aid States, Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) and
the airlines with the new Standard’s
eventual implementation.
The one-minute abnormal/distress operations flight tracking requirement, which would enable aircraft location determination within 6
NM, is a longer-term goal under the
GADSS concept of operations and
would also be performance-based.
The proposal is that this frequency of tracking data should be capable of being activated either automatically based on flight behavior,
manually from the air, or manually
from the ground. Power and position information provision would be
autonomous from other aircraft systems, and there would be an incentive for early adoption in as much as
this capability would be an alternative to aircraft being required to have
a second ELT.
Without doubt, air navigation systems and ATM procedures will play
a key part in every aspect of the
GADDS’ successful implementation, including its related objectives
for Search and Rescue capability enhancement on both a national
and regional basis. ICAO will therefore be looking forward to cooperating closely with CANSO and the
entire range of ATM stakeholders as
we progress this work.
Our second major issue of ATM
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concern at the HLSC was the level
of risk to civil aviation from global
conflict zones.
In this area, HLSC participants
supported the comprehensive conflict zone risk mitigation work programme developed by the conflict
zone Task Force ICAO established
in the aftermath of MH17, and they
also underscored two key principles
embodied in the Convention: firstly,
that States continue to have the responsibility to ensure the safety of
civil aviation operations in their sovereign and delegated airspace; and
secondly, that airspace users have
the ultimate responsibility to decide
where they are able to operate safely.
A key element of the conflict zone
work programme is a proposal to
develop an online repository for related risk information, hosted by
ICAO. This, in part, recognized the
fact that, in the area of conflict zones
specifically, our sector is faced with
threats not only internal to aviation,
but also external.
ANSPs will play an important role
in how the online repository becomes
implemented, mainly with respect to
contingency planning arrangements
to deal with consequential shifts
in traffic flows. Discussions at this
year’s World ATM Congress will be
instrumental to aiding this process.
An important consideration as we
undertake this work will be to ensure
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that all aspects of any responses or
actions are fully considered. Rapid
change can lead to unintended consequences, and unintended consequences can pose new risks to what
has been, and remains, our safest
form of rapid global travel and transport. Therefore we all share the responsibility not only to identify, but
also to anticipate the implications of
these recent developments.
Fortunately, global aviation already has at its disposal the longterm and consensus-oriented performance targets established under
our Organization’s revised Global
Plans for Safety and Air Navigation
– the GASP and the GANP. ICAO
strongly encourages that you consider any near-term actions, whether discussed at World ATM Congress or henceforth on these issues,
within the context of the GASP and
GANP’s longer-term performance
targets and complementary strategic guidance.
Apart from these emerging issues,
the HLSC also recognized that ongoing focus by ICAO will be needed
for the integration of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) into civilian airspace, continued adoption
of proactive safety management approaches in States, and provisions
on the sharing and protection of
safety information.
The need for full and expedited
global implementation of Performance-Based Navigation (PBN)
regulatory oversight was also supported, as was the need for all ICAO
States to be sufficiently assisted so
as to reach global minimum levels of
effective safety oversight.
Together, the outcomes of the
HLSC and those of the 12th Air Navigation Conference in 2012 provide
us with a solid foundation and clear
direction for both aviation safety and
air navigation capacity and efficiency in the coming years.
Another topic which will doubtless be of interest during this year’s
Congress is cyber security. This is a
growing concern for aviation, especially in view of our increasing reliance on data management and data
sharing between systems which are
becoming more and more integrated every day – whether relating to
ATM, passenger facilitation or customer service.
ACI, CANSO, IATA, ICAO and the
ICCAIA established the very first
Civil Aviation Cyber Security Action
Plan to respond to these issues, and
CANSO’s participation in building
awareness of the cyber threat has
very much been appreciated.
From an overall standpoint inclusive of all the challenges I have
covered here, as well as those yet
to arise, ICAO will continue to rely
on CANSO as an important voice
around civil aviation’s global table,
helping all air transport players understand and respond to the needs
of ANSPs on an integrated operational basis, sector-wide.

